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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 13, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Donald Rumsfeld

FROM:

L. William Seidman

SUBJECT:

Economic Policy Review Sessions

A copy of the Economic Review Briefing Book is enclosed along
with a schedule indicating when the sessions will be held and
the topics to be discussed.
We would be pleased to have you or any of your staff attend
any or all of these meetings.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D.C.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

20220

March 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Marvin H. Kosters
Economic Policy Board
The White House

FROM:

Edgar R. Fiedler

SUBJECT:

Consumer Confidence and Consumer· Spending

Attached is the memo we promised for possible use
by the Executive Committee of the Economic Policy Board.
Our conclusion is moderately optimistic, but we are as
aware as everybody else of the great uncertainty that
surrounds this crucial component of economic activity.
Attachment

cc:

Rudy Penner - OMB
John Davis - CEA

REC'D

-·-The Consumer To The Rescue?

1.

Most measures of consumer confidence are showing

very sharp declines.
series are

show~

Three representative statistical

in Charts 1, 2, and 3.

(Data are

currently available for the University of Michigan and
Conference Board indexes only through the end of last
year.)

Obviously, consumer confidence has fallen to very

low levels.

Direct polling of consumer attitudes (Gallup,

Harris, Yankelovich and others) also testifies to a
and- cautious mood.

somb~r

However, the picture is not one of

unrelieved gloom as it was several months ago.

Sindlinger's

index of consumer confidence has risen steadily this year
(Chart 3) although it remains at low levels.

Stock prices

(Chart 4) have been rising since early December.
2.

Also, there is some question as to the economic

significance of the very low readings that we are getting
I

from the various indexes of consumer sentiment.

What

really matters is how consumers act, not how they feel.
Here, the evidence is mixed but certainly not as bearish
as the interview data would suggest.
shows the quit rate in manufacturing.

For example, Chart 5
Despite a sharp

fall in recent months, this indicator is not "off the
scale" as in the case of consumer attitudes.
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instalment debt (Chart 6) shows a very steep decline and
is following a sharp cyclical pattern.

Even here, how-

ever, there has been some responsiveness to the auto
rebate program and the change in consumer instalment
debt was one of the two series that rose in the first
roundup of the January leading indicators.
3.

While the various measures of consumer confidence

are of interest to us, future consumer demand seems
likely to be conditioned primarily by the futuTe path
of. real income, rather than by such intangibles as "confidencet'.

Chart 7 shows retail sales in both current

and 1967 dollars and Chart 8 gives a breakdown by component.
The long downslide in real purchases dates from early 1973,
and has continued to date.

This decline has been paral-

leled during much of that time by declines in real
income--both personal and disposable.

Perhaps no further

reasons for the decline in purchases are really required.
To some extent, the decline in highly-sensitive indexes
of the consumer mood may exaggerate the difficulties we
actually face--formidable as they are .

•
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4.
income.

The deepening recession lowers employment and
However, the various

built~in

stabilizers limit

the downward push on personal income in current prices
..

and the falling rate of inflation further reduces the
downward pressure on real income.
traction is to turn around by

If the current con-

mid~year

or thereabouts,

the decline in real personal incomep-which already shows
some signs of sl9wing-pshould soon begin to bottom out.
If it does not, retail: sales are likely to ·continue to
fall in real terms and the period of inventory adjustment
may be extended.
5.

Recent and prospective wage-price developments

suggest that real consumer income will turn upward soon.
The rate of wage increase has been around 10 percent
since the controls ended last April 30.

The latest data
... ···

suggest an easing in the rate of increase (which is some·thing we'll watch closely), but we expect the wage trend
to continue upward (because _it does not react quickly
to high unemployment rates) at something close to 10 percent.

In the meantime, the price trend has decelerated

and now appears to be rising at around 7-S percent.
Ot~er

things being equal, this means that real wages

will be rising from here on.

One development that may

.....

. ·

•
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postpone this shift of trend is the decline in overtime
pay, which has been going on for some months.
the

do"~trend

and at that

However,

in hours is likely to stop before too long,

pof~t

real earnings should start upward)

which in turn should spark a rebound in real consumer
spending.
6.

A relatively optimistic view of the likelihood

that consumer

sp~nding

will soon lead the economy out

of r~cession appe~red in the Mar~h 1975 Business Roundup.
section of Fortune.

A copy is attached.·

U.S. Department of the Treasury
Office of Financial Analysis
March 4, 1975
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Chart 1

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SURVEY OF CONSUMER SENTIMENT
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Chart 5
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Chart 6

Change in Consumer Installment Debt
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Jusiness Roundup continued

Consumers to the Rescue

Consumer spending, which traditionhas helped lead the economy out of
recession. will soon be coming to the resme again. Spending has probably hit
k>ttom already, and the upswing that
~eems likely to begin in the spring
1bou!d be q~dte a h:mdsume L1ne.
It will boa po'\'ered by a vigot·ous reiound in real after-tax income, which by
~ar-end should be 4 percent abo\·e its
bw this quarter. In other words, inDDmes should reco\·er in the next three
{'ttarters most of the distressing amount
II( ground lost·since late 1973. ·
Of all the economic forces at work, the
110st important is a sharp cut in inflaliion, which from here on will be eating
away less of the rise in dollar income.
Personal income is holding surprisingly
lteady eYen now. Declining_employment
is being. offset b.r rising pay rates i£nd
!harp increases in unemployment .paybents and other transfers. As employlllent declines more slowly, and then
.:radually turnl'l up, a brisk improvement
ill doJJ~,. l'TI>:ome should begin.
.i>
tion, tax relief seems assured
k!- 1.
r June-probably an $8-billion
tebate on 1974 taxes, plus a reduction of
$1 billion in withholding on 1975 inlllllnes. The rebate will be paid in the secOld quarter, but its effects will be felt all
!Ur. On this basis, the tax cut will be
hoosting incomes during the second half
d IC $25-billion ·rate-cutting the effec- ·
live tax rate by three percentage points.

~Y

lhy windfalls will be spent
Cuts in the tax rate have historically
blren mirrored hi increases in the savbgs rate (see the chart at right). But
!his tax cut should start moving right
irlto the spending stream, partly because
1!0 much of it will go to lower-income
r.roups who are less able to save, and
!41"tly because the savings rate, overall,
ir already about as high as it is likely to
ret. The rate hit 8.5 percent last quarier, according to Commerce. and data
fi'om the Federal Re~erve indicate that
it may have reached 10 percent. Even the
~mmerce figure represents an increase
Jf two percentage points-and a cut of
120 bilH"'l in the spending rate.
LE
arter's surge came because
:onsL.
, were battening down for the
~ession by reducing their installment

,

1974

1975

er expectations about prices have prove
debt. Net borrowing dropped from 2.5
more reliable than changes in the re:
percent of consumer income in 1!)73 to
value of stocks or financial assets. 0
som~thing less than zero-that is, <!on- ·
Juster's model, a delayed response b
sumers paid back slightly more than they
consumers to the slowing pace of intl.borrowed. They will start taking on debt
tion will tend to keep the saYings rat
again soon.
high for a while, but as the year wear
One traditional explanation for such
. on, inflati<>n will be exerting less and les
savings sprees is that consumers are tryupward pressure on savings.·
ing to shore up thei1· financial positions .
which ha\·e indeed been eaten away by
The confidence index climbs
inflation and the bear market. One measure of the dam:;.ge is the ratio of real asConsumer confidence about the future
sets (other than stocks) to income-and
as measured directly by Sindlinger & Co
this ratio dropped by 2 percent (to 1.53)
has already begun improving. The Sine
from 1971 to year-end 1974.
linger index, which reached a 1!)73 hig·
Consumers are also affected by their
of 137 and wilted to 52 early this ye:l!
feelings about the fu~m·e. Confidence,
has JT.o\·ed up to above 75. Surprisingl:.like assets, is undermined by inflation,
this improvement has reflected a lesser:
but at least it can be more quickly
ing concern about layoffs-a feeling per
repaired. Professor Thomas Juster, a
haps that the worst is behind us. Som
consumer economist at the University of
further expansion may well come a
l\lichigan, has found that, for forecasttaxes are cut and the news· about infia
ing the savings rate, changes in consumtion continues to improve.
So with the savings rate probably on
downtrend after midyear, much of tl:
increase in real income should sho·
through in increased spending. Some c
it will go for services and for food, bL
goods purchases, which seem to be bo:
toming out now, should grow marked!
next qur.rter and increase by perhaps
percent before year-end.
The revival in spending should, as i.
the past, help start a turnaround forth
economy as a whole. Total consumer buy
ing in real terms may be reaching neY
peaks by the end of the year, and goorl.
purchases, while still Lelow the peak rat
of two years ago, will be warming th
18 ""' L.l...I....I.~...J....IJ-J...j_~-I..J....L.J.-L.l...J....I.-.l..~
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FEDERAL BUDGET/SPENDING INITIATIVES

An across-the-board assessment of major Federal programs has
been prepared by OMB indicating the job creation potential associated
with more funds or accelerated use of existing funds. This will provide the principal background information for discussion of possible
budget/spending initiatives.
Includ~d

among proposals that have been put forward are the

following:
1.

Accelerate placement of Defense contracts.

2.

Accelerate release or commitments of funds wherever
possible.

3.

Develop a major new energy initiative - the 1970's equivalent
of the Manhattan project or space program. For example, cut
time delays in bringing r;ucle.ar genera1iing facilities on ·
stream.by 50 percent, or establish a program to finance and
build new uranium enrichment facilities.

4.

Begin early construction of oil storage facilities or some
other energy initiative.

5.

Develop a program of special assistance for electrical
utilities in serious financial trouble.

6.

Develop an emergency revenue sharing package to offset
congressional initiatives to expand categorical programs.

7.

Introduce indefinite extension of Unemployment Insurance
benefits while unemployment i.s high.

8.

Develop a program of private employment tax credits or
incentives to increase private employment.

9.

Support additional job-creation spending bills, such as EDA
jobs programs.

10.

Suspend matching requirements for highway and other funding.

11.

Accelerate public'works programs, with a minimum commitment
of $2 billion to communities with high unemplo~~ent.
(AFL-CIO)

12.

Increase weekly benefits of Unemployment Insurance programs
by using Federal funds.
(AFL-CIO)

13.

Increase welfare payments during the recession by providing
more Federal funds.
(AFL-CIO} .

14.
15.

~ederalize

the Unemployment Insurance system.

(\voodcock)

Introduce a countercyclical revenue sharing program; provide
' $6 billion in additional funds in calendar 1976, with increments
falling to zero when the unemployment rate falls to 4.5 percent.
(C.

S~hnlt-7.p)
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LABOR MARKETS, EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Programs to increase employment or increase assistance to the
unemployed are considered primarily in the OMB review of Federal
programs.
Proposals listed here include
suggested by others.

tho~e

considered by OMB and

Expansion of Federal Spending and Employment Programs
1.
2.

Expand Public Service Employment programs, summer youth
programs, and others beyond currently programmed levels.
Release of impounded funds totalling $13.4 billion to
create jobs ($9 billion for sewers and waste treatment
plants, $4 billion for highway programs, and $.4 billion
-for hospital programs). · (AFL-CIO)
'

3.

Accelerate public works programs, with a minimum commitment
of $2 billion to communities with high unemployment. (AFL-CIO)

4.

Spend $10 billion in fiscal year 1976 for 1.25 to 1.5 million
public service jobs.
(Woodcock)

Stimulate Private Sector Employment
5.

Increase size of overall tax requction •.

6.

Introduce a program of employment incentive credits for
the private s~ctor to stimulate private employment.
(DOL/OMB)

7.

Develop a reemployment incentive plan to permit fractional
unemployment insurance payments in connection with acceptance
of part-time or low wage work.
(DOL)

8.

Increase demand for selected private sector outputs to induce
private employment.
(Rees)
(1)

Increased purchases of home mortgages by Federal
agencies .. This could have the additional benefit
of helping to decrease mortgage interest rates,
which enter into the Consumer Price Index.

(2)

Reinstatement of some rental housing construction
programs by HUD.

(continued)

•
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9.

(3)

Replacement of some federally owned cars and
trucks ahead of schedule with purchases from
existing inventories of automobile manufacturers
and dealers. This has possible incidental benefits
in fuel conservation and air pollution.

(4)

Increased employment in the maintenance of rail- .
road right of way for lines whose continued use
is assured.

(5)

Direct Federal assistance of some sort, such as
construction loans, for public utility companies
that have been forced to cancel plans for expansion
of capacity in part by the high cost of long-term
capital.

(6)

Increased funding to local mass transit systems for
earlier replacement of buses a~d other transit equipment.

Extend duration of Unemployment Compensation Benefits for an
indefinite period while unemployment remains above some
triggering level (such as 8 percent) .

10.

Extend duration of unemployment benefits available to those
covered by Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act
of 1974.
(AFL-CIO)

11..

Speed up payments by eliminating the "waiting week" requirements
in state unemployment benefits programs.
(AFL-CIO)

12.

Increase week~y unemployment·benefits to 2/3 of former wages
(with an upper limit equal to 2/3 of state-wide average
weekly wage) by using Federal funds.
(AFL-CIO)

13.

Provide health care benefits to those losing their employeremployee health insurance coverage when they become unemployed.
(AFL-CIO)

14.

Make the Aid to Unemployed Fathers program mandatory in all
states.
(AFL-CIO)

15.

Federalize unemployment compensation system.

16.

Provide increased welfare costs during this emergency period
with Federal funds.
(AFL-CIO)

17.

Provide short-term assistance·to homeowners having difficulty
making mortgage payments because of unemployment or sharp
income drop.
(HDL)

(Woodcock)

i- ~/
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18.

Consider introduction of general income maintenance program
at this time in view of high unemployment.

Work-Spreading Proposals
19.

Create incentives applied to the employer and to employees
for shortening the work-week when unemployment rises to
reduce the uneven impact on workers of layoffs.

20.

Develop a system for varying retirement ages, with age
of eligibility for Social Securi~y payments reduced when
the unemployment rate rises, to offset the unemployment
eff~cts of cyclical chfu~ges.

21.

Implement an early retirement program for Federal employees
at this time to provide jobs for other workers.

Other Approaches
22. · Develo.p programs for adjustment assistance-, similar to those
applie'd to industries harmed by- imports, for other necessary
adjustments such as a smaller auto production sector, effects
of deregulation or energy related adjust~ents.
23.

Suspend operation of EPA or OSHA regulations that would result
in reduced employment or higher layoffs during a period of
high employment.

24.

Impose quotas on goods that have seen recent
drops.
(AFL-CIO)

25.

Restrict imports of co~~tries placing unfair burdens on
O.S. commerce. and workers.
(AFL-CIO)

26.

Control U.S. exports of raw materials in short supply in
order to protect jobs of U.S. workers depending on the
materials' availability.
(AFL-CIO)

27.

Encourage investment at home by revoking provisions for
deferring tax payments on foreign-earned profits; by
eliminating foreign tax credits; and by revising the Tariff
Code to discourage foreign production by U.S. companies for
shipment of goods- back to u.s. markets.
(AFL-CIO)

-~-
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRE SIDE NT

COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY
726 JACKSON PLACE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

March 4, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MARVIN KOSTERS

FROM:

ALBERT REES·

SUBJECT:

POLICIES TO EXPAND EMPLOYMENT

This is in reply to your recent request for my views on
alternate policies for expanding employ,ment.
The princip a 1 a 1 t ern at i v e s s e em to b e ·:
(a)

Increase subsidized programs for public
service employment

(b)

Give tax credits or wage subsidies to
stimulate private sector employment

(c)

Increase demand for selected private
sector outputs to induce private
employment.

Among these alternatives, my strong preference is for the
thi-rd.
Increased federally financed publ~ sector employment has
much less stimulating effect on the economy than it appears
to have.
State and local governments use the new federally
funded jobs to replace attrition or layoffs from jobs they
normally fund themselves. The net result is in large part
to shift deficits from state and ·local governments to the
Federal Government with relatively little net expansionary
effect. The work performed by the new workers is likely
to be less effective ~han that done by laid off workers
returning to their old jobs. Moreover, state and local
employment has been expanding rapidly without assistance.
It has grown from 9.8 million in 1970 to 11.9 million in
January, 1975 (seasonally adjusted), and is above its 1974
level~.
In contrast, Federal employment is now slightly
below its 1970 average, and employment in goods producing
industries is also below its 1979 average, and down about
1.8 million from a year ago.
'---

2

A tax credit or wage subsidy is likely to produce windfall
gain for employers whose demand for output is still strong,
in such industries as coal mining, steel, and food processing, but will do little to restore employment in industries
such as automobiles and construction which cannot sell
their output.
In the long run, a wage subsidy or employment
tax credit will indue~ some substitution of labor for
capital. However, this effect will be negligible in the
short run in a period in which little new capacity is being
added, since short-run capital-labor ratios are largely
governed by the kind of technology being used.
The goal of an employment policy should be to re-employ
the experienced unemployed in their usual employment where
their productivity is high.
This can best be done by
creating demand fo~ the output of the most seriously
depressed industries.
Let me suggest a number of areas in
which such policies might be explored.
(1)

Increased purchases of home mortgages by
Federal agencies. This could have the
additional benefit of helping to decrease
mortgage interest rates, which enter into
the Consumer Price Index.

(2)

Reinstatement of some rental housing
construction programs by HUD.

(3)

Replacement of some_ federally owned cars
and trucks ahead of schedule with purchases
fr~m exi~ting inventories of automobile
manufacturers and dealers.
This has possible
incidental benefits in fuel conservation and
air pollution.

(4)

Increased employment in the maintenance of
railroad right of w~y for lines whose
continued use is assured.

(5)

Direct Federal assistance of some sort, such
as construction loans, for public utility
companies that have been forced to cancel
plans for expansion of capacity in part by
the high cost of long-term capital.

(6)

Increased funding to local mass transit
systems for earlier replacement of buses
and other transit equipment .

•
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It is, of course, clear that any such programs add to the
Federal deficit.
I assume that the question being raised
is "Taking for granted a larger deficit, what is the best
(or least worst) way to use it?"
I think that direct
stimulus to depressed industries is easier to abolish
once recovery is under way than alternative programs, and
is less likely to create upward pressures on prices.
Increased output in the private sector.will have a favorable
effect on productivity and unit labor cost.
Increased
output in the public sector is much less likely to have this
effect.
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MONETARY POLICY

There has been considerable recent discussion of monetary policy,
both in terms of appropriate rates of monetary expansion and in terms
of the relationship between the Federal Reserve and the Congress.
The Fellner memo in the first section of this Tab outlines some
of the issues and recent data on monetary expansion rates is attached.
Material submitted by Congressman Ashley including a draft bill,
an explanatory statement, and a companion of H.R. 212 and H.R. 3160
is included in the second section.
Proposals that have been made concerning monetary policy include:
1.

Develop a vigorous voluntary approach to stepping up
availability of financing in the private sector (i.e. without
direct government guarantees or loans) by, for e~ample, advertising increased availability of mortgage financing and better
·terms.

2.

The Administration could take a stance of encouraging, or at
least not discouraging, congressional initiatives to influence
Federal Reserve monetary expansion policy.

3.

Mandatory allocation of credit (AFL-CIO).

4.

The Federal Reserve should engage in ad hoc, informal efforts
to encourage allocation of credit to areas of special need.
(Brimmer)

5.

Establish a more regular dialogue between the Federal Reserve
and Congr~ss. For example, the Federal Reserve could report
regularly in hearings on specific plans, policies, etc.
(Sprinkel)

6.

Use monetary policy to reduce short or long-term interest
rates to specified levels.
{Various sources)

7.

Impose a prohibitively high progressive tax on interest
income to keep interest rates down.

..·'
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On Monetary-Policy Problems of Interest To Those Whose
Decisions Are Complementary with Fed Policr
~1HIORANDU~1

by
.William J. Fellner
American Enterprise Institute

Conclusions
Events of the past few months, discussed in CEA Demos earlier this
year, significantly loosened for a while the relation beh·een the money
'
supply and the nonborrowed
reserves cteated by fhe Jed.

This made it

impossible for individuals or agencies·to be near-?erfect guessers on
achieving any desired money- growth path.
developed

tha~

The further compli.cat ion

to the extent that the increase in the poney supply

becomes associated with lower short-term interest rates, the dollar mav
lose ground in foreign markets and hence \\hat othen:ise \vould be the
desirable rate of money growth may become a rate that deviates in the
inflationary direction.

I believe that these di fii cu: ties \.;i 11 be much

smaller in the coming quarters and that this will
~upply

statistics.

in the money-

sho~

There is no reason to believe that the Fed was ever

aiming for the very low money groh·th rates of the rec::nt past or that
interest-rate targets wi 11 prove incompatible h'i t:1 the ob j ecti \'e of
reasonable money growth.

In cooperation with the

the others discussed 1n the present memo should be

~cJ

thc~e

J:l:hic

nrohlcrns and

underst:md:thlc

to all t.hose engaged in economic-policy Kork and al.so to the interested
public at large.

l\'e should make it more genL'ralh

the suggestion to commit the Fed to quantitative 1~·
:.:'-~

ill-conceived.
X
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1.

Dilemmas

the Fed is facing, as seen from the outside.

Providing during the recession a given total stimulus to aggregate
"demand requires more monetary expansion if deficit-spending is smaller
than if it is larger.

~lonctary

s~aller

when the budget deficit is
deficits.

expansion '"hich is of the "right si:e"
becomes inflationary expansion for increased

In spite of this, the political pressures on the Fed rapidly

to increase the money supply become larger as the deficit orohs larger-""
and for FY 1976 the deficit is apt to becose \·cry large. Those of us ,,·ho
have never been .. in their shoes can have no secure guess as to hoh· this
paradox influences the expectations and planning of monetary authorities;
yet the Fed must be expecting strong pressures for the later'part of the
year (I too would).
Whatever the Fed's expectations are in this regard, they clearly
did not lead it to aim for the exceedingly

lo~

money groKth ra:cs hhich

we had rec.cntly (disregarding as yet t_he rapid gr01·:th obsen-cd in the
most recent single week for loJhich data are a\·ailable). *

The' explanation

of the low gr01vth rates for the past 13 or e\·en 26 ,,·eeks is prcsu1:-tahly
to be found in something else, namely, in the looseness of the relationship hcth'een the money supply and the variable::: under the FeJ

'~

control

(sec [ 2] he 101\') ..
In fact only rarelv do the critics of the Fed

!~1ai:~tai:1

small monL'Y grol\th rates of recent periods h:l\·c resulted

fr(ll'l

the

,lcl ihccatc

/<,.._::;.·~~~-:~\

policy in this crude sense.

week.

th:1t

- t:•

hy~l billion and ~1
2 by $2.1 billion in that single
The total quantltYof H is $28<t billion and that of~!.., $62~ billion .

*l-1 1 increased

1

•
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What they maintain more frequently is that the attempt not to ailow
short rates to decline too rapidly has gotten in the way of raising the
money supply at a sufficient rate.

The attempt to reduce the steepness of

the decline of interest rates must have had to do partly with

~isgivings

about the effects of a steep decline on the exchange rates of the dollar,
all the more because a decline of the dollar rates abroad tends to make
any given increase in the money supply more inflationary (::1ore goods are
leaving the country and there develops a price-raising effect
"traded goods").

But misgivings

abo~1t

all

o~

a very abrupt decline in short-

term interest rates may have been motivated partly also by the anticipation of subsequent pressures on the Fed when the tinancing needs of the
Treasury and a recovery would raise interest rates steeply
abnormally low levels to which rhe rates might no1\· fall.

fro~

any

Yet, as we

shall see, when it became apparent that the money supply l·:as rising
hardly at all, the Fed did adopt additional measures to induce the banks
to create more deposits, and this was done in spite of the pos::;ible
further "downward" effect of these reserve-policy measures on interest
rates, particularly on short rates.
have not

11

At the end interest-rate c'1je..::tives

1\'0n out" ·over money-supply obje..::tivcs.

should not remain uninfluenced by the feeJback of

The

J~lone_:.·-st::'ply

cxch~ngc-rate ~ovemcnts

(hence of interest-rate movements) on inflationar:· trc11ds i11

:-:~c

,to;;JCstic

cco11omy but taking account of this docs r:ot suggcs:- kc<-'jli ng L1: un'
growtj1 rates at a level that would interf"'rc "·ith L'COth)l:1i ,_.
this year.

•

ol1jccti\·es

r,:,·J\·cr~-

nOilL'Y

later
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2.

The recent course of the money aggregates and of reserves.
No one was satisfied with the practically zero

5 percent annualized

Mi

~ -growth

1

and roughly

gro~th observed for the past three months.

Even

for the past 26 weeks the annualized rates are only about 2 percent for
M and they are in the neighborhood of no more than 6 percent for
1

~-1

2,

though one gets up to roughly 8 percent if large CDs arc added to the conventional M2 .
However, it is essential to note that the nonhorrowed reserves pro•
vided by the Fed incre_ased at an annual ·rate of no less than 19 percent

during the past 26 weeks (nearly 13 percent during the ~ast 3 conths).
The main reason why the money stock increased very little during this time
'"as that the banks were repaying their fon:1erly very signific:mt borr01\'ings
from the Fed at a rapid rate.

In such circumstances it would be quite

unrealistic to expect any monetary authority to be a practically perfect
guesser on the relationship between the nonborrowed reserves it supplies
and the

grO\~th

of the money stock.

If the money stock had rise:1 even

nearly as rapidly as the nonborrowed reserves supplied by the FeJ, the
inflation outlook would be very much 1\0rse than it is nOI\.
that by

nm~

Considering

the baf1kS have repaid practically all their horroh·ings to the

Fed, and that the Fed reduced the required reserve ratios on two occasions
in order to induce the banks to create more money, we may now expect a
considerable increase in the money supply (hopefully not

a1~

o\·crsupply).

5

3.

Desirable Objectives
To get a healthy upturn some time in 1975, we should have to get

during the coming months and quarters growth rates of the money supply
compatible with a somewhat greater than 10 percent (say up to 12 perceQt)
increase in money

G~P

late in the year, hoping that by then such an

increase wi 11 contain an inflation component of no more than about 5 percent.
For various reasons I would not favor even trying to get out of the
Fed a more or less precise numerical estimate of the money growth required
to achieve this result.

For example, there are legitimate differences of

opinion concerning the relative analytical significance of alternative
money-supply concepts; and even if 1,·e could disregard this difficulty,
we should remember that as we move from a low tO\o;ard a higher "sustainable"
level of activity at a decreasing inflation rate we may have to change
gears on various occasions.

Nor do we yet know how Congress will make the

decisions on which a reasonable estimate of the budget deficit could be
based and this has a bearing on the desirable rate of money growth.

On the

assumption which at present seems plausible to me, a rough 10 percent
increase in

~1 2

would "make sense" for a while (expressed at an annual rate

for periods of reasonable length), but I have no obstinate vieh·s ;llwut this
number.

Discussions 1\ith the Fed should in my appraisal not aiPl for pre-

cise "quantification" but for an understanding of tlw ;n·incipll's by h'hich
monetary policy 1,·ill be guided.

I suggest that tlw pn)hlL'ms raised in this

memo belong among those which it 1\0uld be useful to clarify in the minds
of decision makers 1d10sc policies need to complement the decisions of).;}e:;" ,,. 1
:·

Fed.

•

t:.~

(/ .•.

Some Details
(Optional Reading)
(1) Money Growth.
The following figures give numerical
content to the statements in the Summary concerning the gr.owth
of the money supply.
Percent Changes of Monetary Aggregates,
Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rates

Ml
(currency
plus
demand
deposits)

Period

Credit
(adjusted
bank
credit
proxy)

M2
(currency plus
all commercial
bank deposits
except large
CD' s)

l:>ast 52 weeks (from average
of four weeks ending
Feb. 27, 1974 to average
of four weeks ending
Feb. 26, 1975)

3.9

6.9

9.2

Past 26 weeks (from average
of four weeks ending
Aug. 28, 1974 ·to average
of four weeks ending
Feb. 26, 1975)

1.9

6.1

3.4

Past 13 \veeks (from average
of four weeks ending
Nov. 27, 1974 to average
of four weeks ending
Feb. 26, 1975)

0

5.3

3.8

Past 4 weeks (from average
of four weeks ending
Jan. 29, 1975 to average
of four weeks ending
Feb. 26, 1975)

7.1

10.4

0
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Interest Rates
(average of daily figures)

····--~

--

,. .., ... _

(percent)

Period

U.S. Government
3-month
3-5 year long term
bills
issues
bonds

September

8.36

8.38

October

7224

-7.98

..

7.30

1.22

Prime commercial
paper 4-6 months

~l.

Moody's Aa
bond rate

23

9~24

. 9. 27

9.36
.

·-

..
~

-

--·-

-:

·November

7.59

7.65

. 6. 93

-a.al

a·. 90

December

7.18

7.22

6.78

8.98

8.89

6~49

7.29

6.68

7.30

8.83

5.58

6.85

6.61

6.33

8.62

·-January
.cuary

-··

Week ending:

..

Feb. 7

5.67

6.91

. 6. 59

6.45

8.68

Feb. 14

5.80

'6. 92

6.58

6.34

8.63

Feb. 21

5.41

6.71

6.63

6.28

8.

Feb. 28

5.46

6.83

6.64

6.25

8.57

Mar. 7p

5.64

6.85

6.67

6.25

8.60

.;:- , ,

.,.
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Material Submitted by Congressman Ashley
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To require the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
to make certain reports to the Congress to facilitate coordination
of

fi~cal

policy with monetary and credit policies.

Be it enacted by th~ Senate an~ House of Representati~es of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, •
In order tb facilitate planning of budget and tax policies
and to assist coordination of fiscal policies with

~onetary

and

credit policies, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

.

Syste~ shall transmit to the Con~reis on or before the 20th of

each January and July
(a) a statement of the Board's interpretation of -current
:onomic and financial conditions,
(b) a

srate~ent

of the Board's expectations about business

and financial conditions during the forthcoming two years,
(c) a statemen_t of the Board's _projections of lc_:mg-run and

- mint.emedi4t.e-n.in ati:ainable nati.onal targets for ..g-!"owth.
of-ri:a.:tional.
....
income and expenditures, rate of change in the overall price

lev~l.

growth of real national product and levels of employment and
unemployment,
(d) a projection by the Board of the desirable rates of

grow~h

in monetary aggregates consistent with these econoQiC targets.

The

monetary aggregate projections shall include the narrowly defined
money stock, demand deposits and currency; and broadly defined
~oney

stock, including some or all time and savings deposits, and

_J.rect or proxy rr.easures of total loans and investments at corrnnercial
banks.

•

-2•
(e) a projection by the'Board of the rates of interest

consistent with the economic

targe~s

and

~ith

the s?ecified

rates of growth in Gonetary abbregate?.
In all case?. the specification of projectio.i)s and

ta:-s~ts

should be stated in terms of reasonable ranges, above and belo·...·
the

~ost

likely or most appropriate single figures .

.....

..,.

..; ,".-

.;
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OVERSEEING MONETARY POLICY
Congress does have a· duty to systematically oversee monetary
policy. to bring it out in the open, debate it, criticize it, and
afford opportunities for the public, including experts, to comment

.

on it and propose alternatives.

As to fiscal policy, we require the Executive B~anch to
promulg~te its budget and its Economic Report each year setting

forth programs for the following year so that it may be subject
to public and congressional scrutiny and debate;
There.is no such program for disclosing monetary policy
objectives.

Indeed, we do·not even know what current monetarv

licy objectives are.

The policies determir.ed by the Open

Xarket CoiTElittee being pursued by the Fed at any given tice arc
not disclosed until 90 days after the decision is made.
The draft bill pro•1ides ·that the Board shall rr.ake semiannual
reports to Congress setting forth:

.....

(a) the Fed's interpretation of current economic and financial
conditions,
·(b) the Fed's expectations about business and financial
conditions for the coming 2 years,
(c) the Fed's Open Market Committee's long- and intermediaterun targets for growth cf national income and expenditures, rate
of change in the price level, growth of real national product and
- vels of employment and unemployment,
(d) projection of desirable rates of growth in monetary.
aggregates. t-ncluding the various measures of ooney,

•

-2-

.

(e) projections of rates of interest consistent with the
economic and monetary targets.
The bill does not
pursue.

m~ndate

targets which the Fed must meet or

It requires the Fed to make its

o~~

projections of attain-

able or desirable targets.
Although it does not require the Fed to stick

~ith

its targets,

it might well tend to that effect, since the Fed would have to
justify deviations and departures from its m.;n objectives.

And

it would tend to make the Fed plan for and consider the long-term
con~equenci~·of

It

d~es

its actions.

not require the Fed to focus on only one narrowly-

--

defined target of monetary growth, but includes all the variables
~t-~orth!~ ~hairman Burns in his testi~?~Y describing ~hat_the

. Board must
. . - consider.
.
.

(Statement, February 6)

It does not require the Fed to ignore interest rate ch&:ges,
but requires theii projection in relationship to econo~ic target
rates of growth of monetary aggregates.

.•

It would assist not only the Congress, but other government
. entities in.planning their activities which are impacted by

.

monetary policies.

The private sector, including labor, industry

and investors, would be able to plan their own. activities with
more information as to what future economic conditions will be;
while still imperfectly, certainly with more knowledge of the
greatest variable - monetary policy.
Some of the mystique, and, therefore,

the suspicion of the

'----dlethods and purposes of Fed and Open Market operations would be
removed by greater public exposure .

•

-3To the extent the Fed pursues its announced targets, openly
and independently,

the more likely the Congress and the Executive

Branch, knowing thes~ pl~ns, would accept a greater degree of
responsibility for fiscal policy.
If the Fed presents its targets in terms of the variables
which different taxing and spending policies impinge upon its
own targets for monetary policy, Congress and the Executive
Branch will more likely act responsibly on taxing and spending,
instead of passing the buck to the Fed to make up for its
deficiences in fiscal affairs by manipulating the monetary policy. .

..

•

•

LEGISLATING

}10~ETARY

POLICY

H .. R. 212 exhorts the Fed to direct its efforts in the
first half of 1975 to increase the monev suDply at a rate of
no less than 6 percent.
•

H. R. 3160 abandons that approach and requires the Fed
to "lower long-term interest rates."
Dr. Burns, testifying on H. R.
school of

thou~ht

thae_holds that

212, said "There is a

th~

Federal Reserve need

pay no attention to interest rates, that the only thing that
matters is how this or that monetary aggregate is behaving."
He went on to explain why

we pay close attention to interest

rates.
Suddenly, our

O\VTI

objective is switched from money su:::n 1 v

to interest rates.
,-=~=:~''"___

-,-,·But Dr.

supply

Bu~ri~__!:gstified

that sharply increasing the -money

.

t~drive dowil short-term rates creates the real possibility

that "a monetary base would be established for a new wave of
inflation in the future, and that market expectations of such
a development would lead rather promptly to a rise of long-term
interest rates."
I don't know whether this is correct or not, but if it is,
•

-~~~~~~·-;~:· .. , ·~<.

in H. R. 3160 we propose that the Fed do exactly the oppos~te/-~-·
of what H. R. 212 proposed.
What influences high, long-term interest rates?

I believe

most economists v.muld say "inflationary expectations."

.

,

•

Thus,

:,

>\

..
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if the Fed is to focus on long-term interest rates and drive
them

do~~.

it must act to dampen inflationary expectations

and one way to do that is to restrict the money supply.
Is that what we want done?
We are trying to legislate a semblance of a program for
the Fed when we don't even know the Fed's

O~TI

program.

trying to legislate a single factor of monetary policy

We are
~hen

we

don't eve~ kno~ what the Fed will do ·in other factors .

.

It is quite possible.that the Fed has been at times too
erratic in its monetary policies and at other times too slow
in making changes in monetary objectives in response to changed
economic conditions.

There is no assurance that Congress would

do better, and the nature of the two institutions would indicate
it would do worse.

Advocates of.congressional direction of

monetary policy are already out-of-date in the..ir targets, _
,.
and legislation is weeks, perhaps months, from enactment.
It is quite possible that the errors of the Fed
prim~rily

h~ve

been

due to its efforts to compensate for the failures of

Congress and the Executive Branch to control. fiscal policy,
and in this it may be attempting to do too much, and by so
doing contributing to economic instability.
·During the past session, Congress recognized the need for
an integrated approach to fiscal policy in the Congressional
. . ____ .Budget Control Act of 1974.

•

Under this Act we will try to

-3~nether

coordinate tax and spenoing policies.
or not, we do not yet know.

What is missing in the equation

of tax and spending·policy is the

-.

.

it will work

v~riable

of monetary policy.

.

This was well stated in a recent (February 10) issue of

1-;:.-.. ·--..!"""· ~' ·..• ~...-:.,....r--_.

-News~~~k

in a

collli~n

"No team work.

by William Wolman:
\.Jhat has clearly been lacking to date

is the coordination of monetary and fiscal policy.

The

Administration and Congress continue to make plans without
regard to their monetary implications.· And the Fed keeps
money tight--even at the risk of prolonging the recession-in fear of what Congress and the

Ad.min~stration

might do

on the fiscal front.
"This is no way to run a monetary policy.

The

problem of policy coordination is not new or confined
to the U.S.

Indeed. both Germany and Sivitzerland, which·

face the identical. problem of combining a stimulative
policy in the short run with inflation-control in the
long run, have recently made some important strides
in policy coordination.

In Germany, for example,

Karl F. Klasen, president of the Deutsche Bundesbank,
has_announced that he will seek 8% monetary growth for
·the remainder of the year, while the government has at
least agreed to face up to the interest-rate consequences
of a large deficit.
of

co~rse,

What is right for Germany is not,

necessarily exactly right for the U.S.

•

But

-4some immediate

mov~s

toward policy coordination are

needed if the U.S. is not to be subjected to still
another fierce round of stop-go policy.

If such

coordination is not pushed, the odds are

tha~

policy

will be too restrictive in .the first half.of 1975
and too expansive in the following 12 months."

.......
·.

!.
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TAX POLICY

A range of tax policy options is discussed briefly in the paper
by Treasury in this Tab. The proposals discussed are mainly tax
incentive approaches as contrasted with alternative fiscal policy
tax changes.
Broad Tax Incentive-Proposals
1.

Eliminate two-tier tax through "integration" to rationalize
the tax system.

2.

Reduce corporate tax rates to stimulate investment.

Limited Incentive Approaches
3.

Make dividenqs on preferred stocks tax deductible like
interest expense.

4.

Relieve shareholders from tax on dividends reinvested in
the corporation.
(could be limited only to utilities)

5.

Exempt from taxation all gains from sales of new issues of
stocks by corporations to stimulate financing of investment
through new stock issues.

Capital Gains Treatment
6.

Vary the capital gains tax by length of the holding period.

Capital Cost Recovery
7.

Restructure the investment tax credit along the lines of the
October, 1974 proposals.

8.

Replacement cost depreciation instead of permitting depreciation
only on t~e basis of original costs foY tax purposes.

9.

Variations designed to achieve similar results:
(i)

Rapid amortization cost recovery

(ii) Partial expensing combined
10.

wit~

Indexing the tax system for inflation .

•

depreciation

-2-

Other Selective Incentives
11.

Permit rapid (5 year) amortization for selected types of
property (such as e.g. health and safety or pollution abatement investment) .

12.

Special tax credits to encourage economic shifts to recycling,
use of wastes for fuel, etc.

13.

Permit cost of selected equipment outlays to be expensed.

14.

Selective credits for special industries, such as in the
energy area.

15.

Tax incentives to encourage technology, research and development.

Selective Incentives for Housing and Savings
16.

Tax exemption for interest income from thrift institutions
·· "to increase availability of home mortgage financing.

17.

Temporary tax credits on mortgage interest payments designed
to phase into tax deductions over time to stabilize housing.

18.

Tax credit for new home purchases.

Other Tax Proposals
19.

Examine Presidential discretion for setting or altering
tax withholding rates within the framework of existing
tax legislation.

20.

Seek.Presidential discretion for timely, temporary
tax changes for cyclical stabilization purposes.
(OMB paper
in second section of this Tab)

21.

Extend the tax-loss carryback provision up to 7 years.

22.

Extend the carryback provisions for the Investment Tax
Credit to up to 7 years·, or make the tax credit refundable.

23.

Tax the undistributed earnings of u.s. owned foreign
manufacturing corporations that benefit from foreign tax
incentives or that manufacture products for shipment into
U.S. markets.

24.

Postpone retroactively Social Security Tax increase (taxable
earnings base) effective this year.
(Commerce paper, Tab 11) ..... ~.-., .•

/

/l ~~i .. .

(continued)
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25.

Enact a small business tax exemption for first $10,000
in sales.
(Commerce paper, Tab ll)

26.

Reductions in selected excise taxes to stimulate production
and sales and to reduce costs and prices, e.g. for tires
and for trucks.

•

•
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ELECTRIC UTILITIES
A great deal of information has been assembled on the electric
utilities issue. Primary facts include:
Very substantial deferrals and cancellations of construction of
new generating facilities.
Low earnings and cash flow resulting from regulatory lags
and contributing to financing difficulties.

~--"-·---~--!

-Serious current unemployment in ·the construction -sector:-a·na---------possible future electrical power shortages.

I

FEA has prepared a major paper discussing possible Federal actions,
and the FEA summary paper discussing this issue and presenting options
is included in this Tab. A major background paper by FEA, a staff
paper from the SEC, a list of facilities with delays or cancellations
in construction from Treasury, and proposals submitted by utility _
companies are also available.
FEA Paper
Short-Term options presented in the FEA paper are:
Option 1:

Loans to utilities under Section 13 of the Federal
Reserve Act.

Option 2:

Administration urge commercial banks to establish
a special fund to assist utilities.

Option 3:

Federal government encourages purchase of plants
by governmental authorities.

Option 4:

Federal government lends fuel to utilities against
future payment or return of fuel.

Longer-Term options presented in the FEA paper are:
Option 1:

Issue voluntary Federal guidelines for regulatory
procedures, rate structures and conservation.

Option 2:

Federal incentives conditional on the voluntary
adoption of guidelines for regulatory procedures,
rate structures, and conservation. Proposed incentives:

I

(a}
(b)
i .l

~~

'. .

· · Option 3:

Rebate of energy excise taxes and tariffs.
Federal tax deferral on revenues from CWIP sources.

Establish a Federal Utility Finance Corporation to purchase a special class of utility preferred stock upon
joint application by the utility and its regulatory
authority.
($15 bill capitalization}.

'
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Option 4:

Federal government loan guarantees for utility debt
provided for construction of coal and nuclear facilities,
contingent on agreement by regulatory authorities on
rates of return.

Option 5:

Allow dividends on utility common stocks and new
issues of preferred stocks to be tax free to recipients.

Option 6:

Federal government contracts to purchase output from
new non-petroleum generating plants.

Option 7:

Federal government and utilities establish JOln ventures
for construction of new non-petroleum fired generating
plants, with the utility to repurchase on an installment
basis.

Option 8:

Federal government purchases and leases back to the
utility of generating plants.

Option 9: . Federal government gives cash rebates_ of unutilized
Investment Tax Credits.

SEC. Paper
Alternative approaches in the SEC paper are:
1.

Tax relief by making dividends paid by utilities deductible
for corporate income tax purposes.

2.

Establish regional authorities to undertake construction and
financing of major generation and transmission projects on a
turnkey basis.

3.

Undertake research on technological problems, construction
costs, peak load demands, etc.

No recommendations are given.
Florida Power & Light Paper
Basic problem viewed as high interest costs, soaring fuel costs,
and slow rate relief. Proposals include:
1.

Liberalization of investment tax credit, including extension
of carryback period.

2.

Defer taxes on reinvested dividends, and tax at capital gains
rate when equities are sold.

3.

Liberalize pollution control bond issue regulations.

r:

~ \-l

4.

Federal financing agency should not be established.

5.

Permit tax deductability of preferred stock dividends.

'6.

Special tax preference for new issues of stock •

•
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Consumers Power (Michigan) Paper
Estimates of total electric utility construction schedule cutbacks totalling
$20.8 billion are presented:
Total present installed generating capacity

455.5

thous. mw.

Cutbacks
Nuclear
Other
Total cutbacks

110.9
59.7
170.6

thous. mw.
thous. mw.
thous. mw.

Recommendations are:
1.

Rate increases to restore adequate earnings levels

2.

Government financing program to restore construction schedules
now with these features:
Temporary, 1975-78
Equity
Non-voting
Callable at par at any time
Going market rates, no subsidy
Conditional on appropriate regulatory authority
commitment on rates.

Other Proposals
A list of approaches that have been suggested follows:
Tax Policy Proposals (discussed in Treasury paper in tax policy section)
1.

Extend the carry-back period for the investment tax credit for
7 years, instead of 3 years as provided in the current House Bill.

2.

Make dividends from preferred stocks deductible for personal
income taxes.

3.

Exempt reinvested dividends from personal income taxes, and tax
income from sale of stocks derived from dividends reinvested at
capital gains rates.

4.

Exempt from personal income taxation, or apply a special capital
gains rate to, first sales of stock purchased when issued by
corporations in order to improve financing through stock sales.

5.

Defer Federal taxes on earnings generated on the basis of inclusion
of construction work in progress in the rate base until facility
is placed in se:rvice.
("Sillin" proposal, Lee Sillin, Chairman
of Northeast Utilities).

.

Tax exemption for dividends received on all utility common stock
and new preferred issues.
("Harris" proposal, Shearon Harris,
Chairman, Carolina Light & Power).

6.
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Financing Proposals
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7.

Use administrative discretion for a broad interpretation of
pollution control investment, particularly for nuclear facilities,
for purposes of financing through tax exempt industrial revenue
bonds.

8.

Develop a financing system, based on participation principles
similar to a mutual insurance system, to begin construction of
more uranium enrichment facilities.
duration of nuclear accident insurance for nuclear power
facilities.

-9~~~xtend

10.

Federal guarantees could be given for utility debt.
proposal and White Bill).

11.

Provide immediate direct government loans to utilities on an
"interim" basis to be repaid when funding from normal sources
can be obtained.

12.

Establish a Federal Utility Finance Corporation with funding
provided in response to joint application by the utility
and regulatory commission and conditions applied to both, such
as application of rate-making guidelines and development of a
sinking fund.

13.

Establish regional authorities to undertake 'construction of
major generation and transmission facilities on a turnkey
basis. The authority would develop financing for construction,
possibly supported by governmental guarantees of financing, or
other incentives.
(SEC)

14.

Explore capability of the Federal Reserve for direct loans and
discounting of loans in exceptional circumstances.
(FEA)

15.

Establish a special fund by the banking industry to supply
credit for utilities in serious financial difficulty.
(FEA)

(Rosenberg

Other Proposals
16.

Press for rapid action on the Utilities Act of 1975 providing for:
(a)

A 5-month limitation on suspension of rate applications.

(b)

Automatic fuel cost adiustments.

(c)

Removal of prohibitions against off-peak pricing
adjustments.

{d)

Inclusion of construction work in progress in the
rate base .

•
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(e)

Normalization of accounting methods to permit utilities
to retain benefits from the investment tax credit and
accelerated depreciation provisions.

17.

Work with relevant regulatory commissions to expedite handling
of requests for electric utility rate increases on an urgent basis.

18.

Develop voluntary national guidelines for electricity ratemaking.

19.

Focus quick attention on technological factors, such as
_c1ependability of cost and performance specifications, peakload rate differentials, and the like.
(SEC) .. -· ---·· -- - - - - - - - - - · - ·

20.

Avoid capitalization of leases as an accounting standard.

21.

Power-purchase guarantee proposal.
(Hosmer scheme) Under
this proposal the Federal government would guarantee purchase,
at profitable rates, of all electricity gene~ated by nuclear
or coal-fired plants that were delayed or cancelled due to
lack of financing.
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ISSUE
Are additional Federal actions required to solve the electric
utilities•

curr~nt fin~ncing

crisis and to improve their long-term

fina~cial o~tlook?

BACKGROUND/PROBLEM
The investor-owned elEctric utility industry is in serious
financial difficulty:
0

earnings and cash flow:; are low;

0

col'lTion stock prices are at 70 percent of book valut:,

0.

det-t interest .:overage" l'atios for n.any utilities dre at (Jr
below legal b0rrowing limits.

As a result, a higher percentage of external capital is required at a
time when raising such capital {debt or equity).is prohibitively expensive
or unavailable.

The effect of these events has been:

Utilities:

0

in 1974 cancelled or postponed over $20 billion of

capital expenditures including more than 60 percent of planned
nuclear and 30 percent of planned non-nuclear power plant
expansions.
Residential Consumers:

0

vigorously fighting recent increases in

electricity costs {primarily due to fossil fuel cost pass-throughs)
and opposing any new cost increases.

t_:
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0

State Regulatory Col'l"Missions:

caught beb1een utilities needs

and consumer opposition, indecisive action in the critical
states, and generally business-as-usua1
11

11

in regard to regulatory

practices.
A conti~uation uf the current trends would:
0

Seriously threaten many of the President•s economic and energy
goals, including:
0

reduced oil imports

0

energy

0

an end to the recession

0

force the Federal Gcvernment to take future

•

~elf-sufficiency

~nergenC!

actions.

not necessarily in the lJest long-term interests of· the country
0

exacerbate the political problems of the Administration.

CURRENT FEDER.l\L 1\CTIONS
To alleviate these problems the President has proposed the Utilities
Act of 1975.

The intent of this Act is to provide a timely increase in

utility cash flow and return on investment to restore investor confidence.
It would achieve those objectives by defining minimum standards for six
regulatory practices governing electric utilities:*
1.

A five (5) month limitation for action on rate applications.

2.

Automatic fuel adjustment clauses.

3. Prohibition from banning sales of electricity off-peak at lo\'Jer prices
than on-peak.
4.

Inclusion of construction work in progress in the rate base.

'

'.

·.

* A separate issue paper has been prepared to evaluate the extension of
these standards to Gas Utilities.
such an extension.

FEA, CMB and Treasury have recommended

'
-~--
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5.

Inclusion of pollution control equipment in the rate base.

6.

Nonnalization method of accounting.
If fully implemented nationwide, these minimum standards would raise

the average price of electricity an estimated 13 percent.

~..·hen

translated

into revenuPs and profits, the immediate crisis in cash flO\'/ and return
on investment \•Jould, in the aggregate, be resolved.

For an individual

utility. large rate increases might be required to obtain financial
viability.
The resultant average increases in utility taxable earnings would
permit effective use of the higher investment tax
by

t~€
0

credi~s,

also proposed

President.
a uniform investment tax credit (lTC) of 7 percent (versus current
4 percent level)

0

a one-year ITC of 12 percent for all industry

0

an additional two years of 12 percent ITC for non-oil and non-gas
fired power plants.

These actions are

~ntended

to increase utility cash flow.

The President's

program also requested a special class of preferred stock, with dividends
deductible for income taxes by 'the issuing company (applies to all industry).
PROJECTED EFFECTIVENESS OF ACTIONS

1.

Current Financinq Crisis:
The utility industry has experienced financial crisis for more than
a year.

None of the proposed Federal actions can be

to help the current crisis.

en~cted

soon enough

In fact, any action solely dependent on

new legislation will be ineffective in the short term.

4
0

Passage of the Utilities Act of 1975 might not be until 1976.

0

If passed, the

~ct

will be challenged in the courts.

!ndependent of these time factors, the intent of the Act is to
increase cash flow and return on investment.

This interest could be

easily by-passed by a state regul3tory commission which could:
0

reduce rate of return on the higher rate base;

0

reduce revenue requirements by decreasing allowed depreciation

0

ma!'e other

adju~tments

The tax incentives
0

have intrinsic failings:

Special Preferred Stock
0

·the special preferred stock proposal would attract industrial
and

0

0

~~so

to the r'!te base.

fi~an~ial

institu~ions

to preferred market

the increased competition would drain funds from utilities.

Investment Tax Credit (ITC)
0

the companies in worst financial condition pay little, if
any taxes; hence

0

increased ITC requires increased tax liabilities to be
effective, as well as normalization of tax benefits.

2.

Immediate Fiscal Dislocations:
That is, in the next two-month period a utility:
0

passes a dividend

0

declares bankruptcy.
The Federal Government:

0

should not be expected to solve this problem

0

would have difficulty taking independent effective action to either:

..

-
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0

prevent such an event, or

0

remedy the event upon its occurrence.

The Administration shculd:
develop a plan to handle such occurrence in a politically

0

acceptable
prepar~

0

fas~ion.

a program tc minimize the national impact of such an event.

PCSSIBLE SHORT-iER:,l FEDERAL ACTIONS

Four administrative bptions are

~vailable

to the

E~ecutive

·to }mpact on an iwmediate financing crisis:
Opticn 1:

-

Leans to

~tilitie~

Branch

•

under Section 13 of the Federal Rtserve Act.

PROS: ..
0

could be implemented quickly

·

would not need additional legislation.

0

CONS:

----... --...

~

.

0

FRB might interpret Section 13 differently

0

bad precedent to extend to non-banking operations

0

•

some utilities can•t acquire additional debt without violating
indentures.

Option 2:

If default, Government might end up operating utility.

Administration urges·commercial bank to establish special fund.

PROS:
0

needs no additional legislation

0

restores confidence in utilities market

0

demonstrates intention to prevent utility failure.

6

CONS:
0

may be difficult without Federal guarantee of loans

0

other industries may request the same treatment

0

reduces burden or. reguldtory authorities

0

meeting with banks to secure pledges is better.

Option 3:

Federal Government encourages purchase of plant by
·governmenta 1 authority.

PROS:
provide immediate

~ash

•

relief

0

precedent in New York's

0

demon5trates intent to leave respcnsibility to states.

purcha~e

of Con. Ed.'s two plants

CONS:
0

costly to purchaser - some states may be unable

o

legal constraints may take considerable time to iron out.

Option 4:

Federal Government lends fuel to utilities against future
payment or return of fuel.

P·ROS:
0

relieve cash outflow of about 50 percent of average utility's
monthly expenses

0

could be implemented rapidly under Defense Production Act.

CONS:
0

Defense Production Act expires in June, 1975

0

relief is short-term and might relieve regulatory authorities
of immediate responsibility.

7
0

other industries have high fuel ccsts - difficult to limit
to utilities

0

.

some legal and practical probiems exist.

ADDITimlAL LO!IGER TERM FEOER.I\L. ACTIONS

Nine primary options are

ava~lable

or resolve the utilities• longer
Option 1:

t~rm

to the Administratiun to mitigate
financing problems:

Issue voluntary Federal guideli.nes _for regulatory procedures,
rate structures and conservation.

The Administration would aggressively lobby for tne adoption

of~

these guidelines, particularly in tnose states where utilities are

i~

difficulty.
PR05:
0

requires no legislation and has minor administrative costs

0

can be done irrrnediately and supports thrust of Utilities Act
of 1975 by Congress

0

demonstrates Administration's urgent concern for the problem.

0

does not constrain local decision-making

0

would elicit broad industry and state regulatory support

0

permits flexibility and avoids legal issues.

CONS:
0

is not legally binding and may not be effective

'

•
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Option 2:

Federal incentives conditional on the voluntary adoption of
guidelines for regulatory procedures, rate structures and
conservation.

Proposed Incentives:
a.

Rebate of, or exemption

Tr~T.,

excise taxes and tariffs on oil and

ga:;

b.

Defer Federal tax due on revenues from CWIP (coal and nuclear)
included in rate· base until facility placed in service.

..

PROS:
0

a carrot rather than a stick approach - favored by many
regulatory

0

cc~issioners

and much of industry

would improve financial integrity, thereby encouraging capital
investment and could be limited to coal and nuclear plants

0

would facilitate adoption of guide 1 i nes and

consti~ucti on

of

·generating facilities complementing our energy goals
0

easing of excise taxes and tariffs on segment of oil consumption
where least elasticity may exist and consumer opposition the
greatest- demonstrate Administration's concern for consumers'
problems.

CONS:
0

would target assistance to utilities and could lead to pressures
for similar relief by other industries

0

Option 2(b) would shift some electricity cost from ratepayers to
taxpayers.

'

··l
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0

rebate or exemption from excise taxes and tariffs would reduce
·Treasury revenues by an estimated initial $2.4 billion annually.

0

Option 2(b) would reduce current annual Treasury revenue by an
estimated $1.4 billion.

Option 3:

Utility Finance Corporation - Establish a Federal
Finance Corporation to purchase a
preferred stock upon joint

~pecial

app~ication

Util~ty

class of utility

by the utility and its

regula tory au'thori ty.
The preferred stock would _be subject to retirement by a sinking~
fund with a 7-10 year average life.
at 110 to

i~O

Dividends \'IOUld be paid quarterly

percent of the current market rate . . Eligibility 1or such

investment would be conditioned on a commission's granting an emergency
rate increase sufficient to provide a specified minimum percentage of
the utility's required cash flow, and adoption of Federal voluntary

''--'

•

guidelines.

A $15 billion capitalization would be required.

PROS:
0

would assure financing to

0

would provide prompt financing independent of capital market

~ost

utilities and commissions

uncertainty and adverse psychological impact of dividend omissions
0

stringent eligibility criteria would prevent a Federal "bail out ..
of utilities and regulatory authorities.

0

large initial capitalization but little net cost to Treasury.

CONS:
0

requires bureaucracy to administer

0

greater Federal intervention

•
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0

some revenue loss to Treasury

0

some utilities may fail and force UFC to abandon investment
or take over operation

Option

Federal Loan Guarantees

4:

The Federal Government ·..;auld guarantee utility deLt.

These loan

guarantees would be provided for use in the construction of new coal
and nuclear

-~acilities.

Ava11ability would be contingent on a regulatory

authority's granting stipulated rate increases or allowing a rate of·
'return sufficient to enable a utility to sell additional equity.
~uarantees

~

Thc:se

would be available for a limited time; i.e., 5 years.

PRO~:
0

would i•nmediate1y enable a utility to raise sufficient capital
to finance necessary ne\"1 construction and assure adequate
electric power from a fuel mix in line with our national energy
goals

0

would enable utilities to issue bonds at slightly lower interest costs
than othen-1ise available in the market, and thereby result in lower
electricity costs to

consu~ers

CONS:
0

some utilities may default, leaving government with
proprietary interest.

0

does not increase the
economy.

to~al

investment funds available to the

Merely takes capital away from other sectors and may

lead to similar requests from other industries.

'

11
0

raises general level of interest rates in the economy

0

to the extent utilities would be paying less Federal taxes,
a higher tax burden would be placed on other taxpayers or a
larger Federal budget deficit would accrue

0

would relieve regulatory authorities from pressures to grant
cost justified rates, resulting in further.deterioratior. of utilities'
financial positions

0

would violate coverage restrictions in some existing indentures and
after-acquired property clauses would prevent•the

•

Govern~ent

from

taking preferred creditor status as to the particular facility
financed.

In the last

analysis~

would likely result

i~

the

Federal Government providing all the money and guaranteeing outstanding bonds.
Option 5:

Allow dividends on utility common stocks and new issues of
preferred to be tax free to recipients.

PROS:
0

would make

invest~ent

in electric utilities' common more

attractive to non-corporate investors because of higher after-tax
yields
0

the greater after-tax value of the dividend to investor would
permit the utility to attract more equity investment or to reduce
its cash disbursements for dividends

0

if the utility reduced its dividend disbursements, the difference
in pre-tax dividend costs would then be available either to improve
coverage, thereby lowering new financing costs, or to permit
issuance of a greater amount of new debt at existing coverage ratios .

•

12.
0

a variant, providing for tax-free stock dividends in lieu of cash,·
might be easier to implement and more effective in inducing new
investment in electric utility corrmons. · Such reinvestment might
account for about $1 billion of the estimated near-term $3 billion
annual

~quity

need of the electric utilities.

CONS:
0

investors would not

inve~t

in new equities of those utilities

most needing help, but would invest in higher quality

is~ues

f

0

making preferred tax-free would have minimal impact since major
buyers of

preferred~

are

corporatic~s

which currently enjoy an

an 85 perceJt (generally) exclusion
··~···.

·.•.. ·o

cost to Treasury in 1985 probably \'lculd be less than $1.5 million
for common, and about $80 million for preferred.

!"_.............

Qption 6:
··•·....
.

~·

.,...... . .

.

.. .

.

Federal Government contracts to purchase output from new
non-petroleum generating plants.

:

:~-

PROS:

.. :·_ < .·~::.

0

provides incentive for utilities to resume construction of
nuclear and coal-fired plants by guaranteeing market

0

wheeling o·f non-petroleum based power would be facilitated

0

guaranteed future revenues might buy investors back to the
market.

CONS:
0

not helpful in the short term as utilities need increased earnings
now to issue additional debt, plus some have coverage problems

.,.,

•

·~ .
0

probably not sufficient to lure investors and boost stocks
·..

to book value
0

di ffi cult to determine

0

progt•Jm is fraught with practical problems in the purchasing

purc.ha~e

pdce

mechanism
Option 7:

Federal Govarnment and utilities establish joint ventures for
construction of new non-petroleum fired
the utility

~o

gener~t.ing

repurchase on an installment

plants. with

basis~

.PROS:
0

as the Government si·a:..l·e is t·epurchased, it would be includec in
the rate base.

This would result in a uniform flow in requirer.1cr.ts

for additional revenues and elimincte the

~ne-ti~e

impact on

customers \'Jhen ne\v uti 1ity plant is added.
0

Government would not directly participate in plant operations - not
intended to be permanent participation

CONS:
0

would expand Goverr.ment participation in electric pov1er operations .

o ·

·repurchase of Government share would include pre-determined interest
charges - utility might see this as an adverse aspect.

Option 8:

Federal Government purchases and leases back to a utility
generating plants.

PROS:

'

0

utility would exchange asset for cash, thereby improving cash flO\'/

0

utility would keep direct access to generating capacity

0

new plant construction could begin without reliance on external funds

14
0

plant would be returned to rate base in increasing increments
effect on customers would be uniform rather than a large, one-time
effect.

CONS:
0

state

~egulatory

ther~~Y
0

authorities might take the plant out of rate base,

redJcins amount upon which a

r~turn

is

u~~ed

rate ct return would have to be increased to keep revenues
available for dividends.

Option 9:

Federal Government gives cash rebat0s of unutilized

Inv~stment

Tax Credits.
.•

PROS:·

for utilities with low levels cf taxable

i~:ome,

could result in

· substantial additions to cash flow
0

would help utilities in worst condition, those with low earnings,
and large construction programs

0

would be limited to proportion of total investment due to nuclear,
coal, or pumped storage projects- incentive not to build
petroleum-fired plants

0

would eliminate incentive to lengthen construction periods.

CONS:
0

impact depends upon Congressional actions to increase.ITC

0

would result in a revenue loss to the Treasury.

. ·or

•
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LEGISLATION AND EUUGET COSTS
Wi~h

ex~eption

the

of Option 1 (guidelines) each of the above options

would raquire ne\'1 legislation.

Options 2a, 2b, 5 and 9 would be

relatively strJightfonJard tax· law revisions and \'JOuld havP \o.Jide indu:;try
. support.

Option 3, t!"le UFC, has historical

and would likely find approval in

Congre~s

pre'c~dent

in the old

ar.d industry.

R~C,

Option 4 {loan

. guarantees) \'Jould be opposed by industry, most state regulators, and by
environmenta~

groups,

b~t

has superficial appeal in Congress.

Options

· 6, 7 and 8 wou1 d be opposed by mcst sectors of the i nCiustry.
The administrative costs of

P~ch

option are small with the exception

of the U:ility Finance Corpoation, purchasing of pq\:er, and Federal loan
gu~rantees wh~~h

would require a Federal staff of about 100 people.

· The costs to the Treasury are estimated be 1O\'J:
Option 2a:

Guidelines coupled with rebate or exemption from excise

t~x

and import fees:
Estimated Cost:

$2.4 billion annually
(near term)

Optioo 2b:

Guidelines coupled with deferral of taxes owed on revenues from
inclusion of CWIP in rate base:
Estimated Cost:

S .8 billion per year.

(average for initial term)

'
....

'
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Option 3:

Utility Finance Corporation

Government will have to borrow

funds to mEet initial capitalization ?f.$15 billion.
fur1ds $1.C5 billion annually-- b::t no net
d~e

- 'Option _i:

to Government

to high dividend payout on preferred stock purchased.

FedPral loan guarantees:
Estiwated Cost:

.OP.tiun 5:

co~t

Cost of

Wou~d

depend on default .

Tax free: treatment for dividends on utility·cor.:l.lon stc:ks
and new preferred:
Estimated Cost:

Opi:ion 6:

Open ended.

Rebate on unused investment tax credit:
Estimated Cost:

Agen~y

Open ended.

Federal purchase-lease-back of generating facilities:
Estimated Cost:

Option 9:

Not determined.

Joint-venture construction of new generating facilities:
Estimated Cost:

Option 8:

•

Federal purchase of electricity for te-sale:
Estimated L'1st:

....
.., .
0p ... 1on .

Sl.5 billion

riot determir:ed.

Positions

ERC Recommendation

'
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